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User manual
ALFA 57 Pa and
ALFANET 57 Pa

Low pressure pressostat for
cabin pressure control  

VDH doc. 111087 Version: v1.0 Date: 15-02-2012
Software: 111101 ALFA(NET) 57/67/77 Pa File: Do111087.wpd Range: -99/+999 Pa

* Description.
The ALFA(NET) 57 Pa is a pressostat which can control the (low) pressure of cabins with a differential
pressure sensor. 
And the ALFANET 57 Pa is also adjustable through the ALFANET PC-INTERFACE on the PC with
ALFANET software (RS485-network).

* Installation.
On the connection diagram of the pressostat is shown how the pressure sensor, door contact, analog
outpt, relay and power supply have to be connected. A few seconds after connecting the pressostat to the
power supply, the measured value (= delta pressure) of the pressure sensor appears in the display.

* Control.
The pressostaat can be controlled by four pushbuttons on the front. These buttons are;

SET - view / change the setpoint.
UP - increase value.
DOWN - decrease value.
MODE - relay status key.

* View and/or change the setpoint.
By pushing the SET key, the setpoint appears in the display. The decimal point of the most right display
starts blinking to indicate this setpoint readout. 
Release the SET key. Now push the SET key again together with the UP or DOWN keys to change the
setpoint value. 
A few seconds after releasing the keys the measured differential pressure is shown again.

* Status of the Relays.
By pushing the  Pa key the three display segments give de status of the relays, where 0=off and 1=on for
each relay. The code 011 means that relay 1(out.1) is off ,relay 2(out.2) is on and relay 3(out.3) is on. 
A few seconds after releasing the key the measured differential pressure is shown again.

* PI-output percentage.
Push the UP key to readout the actual output percentage of the PI-output (0-10Vdc) in the display. If the
measure delta-pressure value is in between the dead band PI (P27) than the decimal point of the most
right display is lit to indicate this.
As the PI-output is fixated the display is flashing it’s value. The fixation may be the result of a door opened
(including hold time), or the measured differential pressure is in the dead band for more than P28
seconds, or at startup delay after power up (P60). A few seconds after you released the button, the
measured differential pressure is shown again in the display.
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* Pressure sensor settings.
Before using the pressostat, the differential pressure sensor must be set to the 4/20mA input signal 
according to the used sensor range. The 4mA value is set by parameter P12 and the 20mA value is
set by parameter P13. Default range is 4/20mA = 0/500Pa. 

The pressuresensor can be calibrated by means of the Offset pressure sensor (parameter P10).
Indicates the pressure sensor of the pressostat f.i. 2 Pa to high, than the Offset pressure sensor
parameter P10 must be decreased by 2 Pa.

Is the pressure signal to restless, than the damping of the pressure signal must be increased by
setting parameter 11 to a higher value (default 10).

* Door contact.
The door contact is used to interrupt the pressure control as long as the door is opened. This time is
expanded by the Hold Time (Parameter P16) when the door is closed again. 
During this time the regulation will be paused. If a relay is configured as Interrupt recirculation valve (P01,
P02 or P03 = 6) than this relay can be used to interrupt the closing or opening of the recirculation valve.

* Manual pressure control.
The controller can also be set to manual output control by setting parameter P70 to 1. 
Where the PI output and the operation of the relay functions with pressure increase and pressure
decrease are set manually to a fixed percentage. As an indication of this manual mode, the 3 digital points
simultaneously blink in the display.

 At manual output control, the measured pressure has no longer influence on the output of the controller.

Pushing the SET key displays the manual control output (in percent) on the display. By then pushing the
SET key together with the UP or DOWN key changes the PI-output and will also energize the relay with
the according function (pressure increase or pressure decrease).

This manual operation of the output control can, in contrast to the automatic mode, also be used as the
door is open.

* Error messages.
In the display of the ALFA(NET) 57 Pa the following error messages can appear;

LO - Minimum alarm.
HI - Maximum alarm.
EEE - Settings are lost.

  Solution EEE:  - Reprogram the settings.

* Alarm operation.
If an error occurs the buzzer (if present) and a error code is shown in the display. The controller stores
the error, even though it is been solved.

The error can be reset by pushing the SET key. If after pressing the SET key (= reset alarm) the alarm
is not resolved, the error code is shown alternating with the measured differential pressure.
Is the alarm solved after reset, then the error code disappears and the measured differential pressure is
displayed again.

The alarm relay functions can be set to control alarm with parameters P45 and P46 (default on watch
alarm) then when a alarm occurs the relay is energized. At watch alarm setting the alarm relay is normally
energized and when a alarm occurs it de-energizes (So it can also detect power failure).

Furthermore, the alarm function can be set by parameter P40 to a absolute or a relative (compared to the
setpoint) minimum- and maximum-alarm limit.
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* Technical data.
Type : ALFA(NET) 57 Pa Pressostat
Range : -99/+999 Pa, readout per 1 Pa
Power supply : 230 Vac, 50/60Hz (or else see product sticker)
Pressure sensor : 4/20mA signal b.v. PX25-4 Type-1 differential sensor 0..2"WC (0..500Pa) 

(Sensor supply external 12..30Vdc or 12Vac, Signal input 4-20mA, GND 0V com)
Digital input : Door open contact (Connect potential free)
Relays : The three relays have one common;

  Ry-1 (out-1) SPST (NO) 250V/8A (cos =1)
  Ry-2 (out-2) SPST (NO) 250V/8A (cos =1)
  Ry-3 (out-3) SPDT (NO,NC) 250V/8A (cos =1)

Analog output : 0-10Vdc PI output (Maximaal 1mA)
Communication : RS485-network only at ALFANET 57 Pa type

(2x Twisted-pair shielded cable min. 0,5mm2)
Control : By pushbuttons on front.
Front : Polycarbonate (IP65 front only)
Dimensions : 90 x 71 x 58mm  (HxWxD)
Panel cutout : 46 x 71mm (HxW) at front mounting
Accuracy : ± 0,5 % of range.

- Provided with memory protection at power failure.
- Connections with screw-terminals at upper and bottom side.
- Special version on request available.

* Setting internal parameters.
Next to the adjustment of the setpoint, some internal settings are possible like differentials, sensor-
adjustments, setpoint-range, read-out settings and alarm-settings. 

By pushing the DOWN key longer than 10 seconds, you enter the 'internal programming menu'. 
In the left display the upper and lower segments are blinking. By pushing the UP and/or DOWN keys the
required parameter can be selected (see parameter table). If the required parameter is selected, the value
can be read-out on the display by pushing the SET key. Now pushing the UP and/or DOWN key allows
you to change the value of this parameter. 

If after 20 seconds no key is pushed, the controller returns to it’s normal operation mode.

* Parameters ALFA(NET) 57 Pa.

Par. Description Parameter Range Default

01

02
03

04

Function relay-1:
0 = Not active
1 = Maximum Alarm
2 = Minimum Alarm
3 = Indication PI-output maximal  (see remark 1)
4 = Increase differential pressure
5 = Decrease differential pressure
6 = Interrupt recirculation valve

Function relay-2: (as parameter P01)
Function relay-3: (as parameter P01)

Function PI output:
1 = Increase differential pressure
2 = Decrease differential pressure

0..6

0..6
0..6

1..2

4

5
6

1

10
11
12
13

Offset pressure sensor
Damping pressure signal
Value pressure sensor at 4mA input
Value pressure sensor at 20mA input

-20..+20 Pa
2..20
-99..+999 Pa
-99..+999 Pa

0
10
0

500



Par. Description Parameter Range Default

4

15

16

Function digital input:
0= Not active
1= Door contact, open door = open contact 

(Hold pressure control output)
2= Door contact, open door = closed contact 

 (Hold pressure control output)
Hold time (PI-output) after closing the door

0..2

0..999 Seconds

2

60

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

Switching differential minimum alarm
Switching offset minimum alarm
Switching differential maximum alarm
Switching offset maximum alarm

P-band setting (proportional band)
I-tijd instelling (integration time) (0 = off)
Offset PI (zone)
Dead band PI (see remark 2) (0 = off)
Time delay dead band PI (see remark 2) (0 = off)

1..15 Pa
-15..+15 Pa
1..15 Pa
-15..+15 Pa

1..999 Pa
0..999 Seconds
-15..+15 Pa 
0..99 Pa
0..999 Seconds

1
0
1
0

5
0 (off)

0
0 (off)
0 (off)

30
31
32
33

Minimum setpoint setting
Maximum setpoint setting
Read-out in tenths Pa (see remark 3)
Read-out differential (see remark 3)  (at P22=1)

-99..999 Pa
-99..999 Pa
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0..4 Pa

0
500

1 (Ja)
2

40

41
42
43
44
45

46

47

Alarm mode: 1 = Absolute               
2 = Relative (to setpoint)

Minimum alarm setpoint
Maximum alarm setpoint
Time delay minimum alarm
Time delay maximum alarm
Relay-1 function: 0 = Watch alarm
                  1 = Control alarm  
Relay-2 function: 0 = Watch alarm
                  1 = Control alarm  
Reset alarm relay after manual reset 
  (without solving the cause of the alarm)

 1..2

-99..+999 Pa
-99..+999 Pa
  0..99 Minutes
  0..99 Minutes
  0..1
  
  0..1

  0=No, 1=Yes

1

0
500

0
0
0

0

0

50

51

Switching differential for indication PI-output maximal
 (see remark 1)
Time delay for indication PI-output maximal 

(see remark 1)

  1..15 %

  0..999 Seconds

2

60

60 Startup delay after power failure   0..99 Minutes 0

70
71
72
73

Manual pressure control
Minimal on-time relay
Switching differential, relay output
Switching offset, relay output

0 = No, 1 = Yes
0..999 Seconds
0..99 Pa
0..99 Pa

0 (No)
2
5
0

95
96
97
98
99

Software version
Production year
Production week
Serial number (x1000)
Serial number (units)

0..255
00..99
1..52
000..255
0..999

-
-
-
-
-

Examples pressure ranges:
0...125 Pa =  0...0,501825 inchWC 0...1 PSI = 0...731 mmWC
0...250 Pa =  0...1,00365 inchWC 0...125 Pa = 0...12,75 mmWC 
0...500 Pa =  0...2,0073 inchWC 0...250 Pa = 0...25,49 mmWC
0...999 Pa =  0...4,0105854 inchWC 0...500 Pa = 0...50,99 mmWC
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Remarks:

1) Indication PI-output maximal:
The PI-output maximal indication occurs if the PI-output has reached the maximum value of
100% for more than P51 seconds (time delay). The PI-output maximal indication is reset when
the PI-output value is lower than 100% - P50 (switching differential for PI-output maximal).
The time period that the door is opened and an hold time (P16), do not count for the time delay
(P51) for the indication PI-output maximal.

2) Dead band PI:
If the dead band PI is set (P27> 0), the operation is as follows:
If the measured differential pressure is during P28 (time delay deadband PI) seconds within the
dead band of + / - P27 (dead band PI) Pa around the setpoint + P26 (Offset PI), the current PI
output is held, until the measured differential pressure is again outside the dead zone.

3) Readout in tenths of Pa:
Default the read-out is in tenths of Pa. The display shows the actual measured differential
pressure rounded to the nearest tenth in Pa. 

Example: 15 Pa wil show as  20 Pa in the display, 34 Pa will show as 30 Pa in het
display. 

Parameter P33 Read-out differential can be used to prevent quick switching between two tenths
read-outs, see figure below “Function diagram read-out differential”. When desired the read-out
can be set to whole units (without rounding the value to tenths) by setting parameter P32 to 0.

4) Function diagram relays with function increase and decrease (differential) pressure:
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* Dimensions. * Connections.

*  Address.
VDH Products BV Tel: +31 (0)50 30 28 900
Produktieweg 1 Fax: +31 (0)50 30 28 980
9301 ZS  Roden Email: info@vdhproducts.nl
The Netherlands Internet: www.vdhproducts.nl


